
Gregg Braden in Sedona !! 
All new program for 2013!

The Great Shift: Thriving in 
the World’s Perfect Storm
Friday, February 15, 2013       Saturday, February 16, 2013
7:00 - 9:00 pm                9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Sedona Creative Life Center 
333 Schnebly Hill Road       Directions - 928.282.9300

Faster than we can document it in the media or teach it in our textbooks, it’s clear that we’ve entered a new phase of life on 
planet Earth. From the unprecedented crises of broken economies and the realities of climate change, to the shrinking 
resources of food, fresh water and the renewed threat of World War, even the experts are reeling at the perfect storm that’s 
converging on our near-term horizon. With all of the uncertainties, there’s one thing we can be sure of: The collapse of global 
systems leads to big changes in the familiar things that we rely upon for everyday life.
  In this compelling new program, bestselling author and futurist Gregg Braden marries his expertise in science and 
technology with the intimate knowledge preserved by the world’s indigenous elders to answer the questions on everyone’s 
minds:
      1) What does our changing world mean to us?       2) What can we do to ease the transition?
In this program discover keys that help you:
 •  stay healthy                                                •  adapt your finances and lifestyles accordingly   
 •  find your life’s purpose and live a fulfilling life                   •  provide sustainably for your families
  Through a powerful synthesis of easy-to-understand science and the wisdom traditions of the past, this multi-media 
program explores the triggers underlying the present cycle of global and personal change. Gregg then describes how new 
discoveries hold the key to life-affirming shifts that we can make in our personal lives, as well as collectively in our families, 
communities, and among nations. This program is an in-depth wake-up call to the unsustainable systems of everyday life. 
It’s also a vehicle to identify the discoveries that give new meaning and new hope for the positive new world that is emerging 
before our eyes!

Early bird tickets are $195.00 for both days.  $250.00 for preferred seating both days! 
$65.00 for Friday evening only.  No Friday-only preferred seating. 

$150 for Saturday only.  No Saturday-only preferred seating.

To reserve your ticket: 
Call 928.451.4670 or 928-282-2450 or 
email karen@stellarproductionslive.com 
Visit http://heartwisdomjourneys.com for more 
information and other upcoming events.

A new world has arrived and life, as we’ve known it in the past, has  forever changed!   The question is no 
longer, “when will a great shift occur?” The question now is, “where are the changes leading, what can we 

realistically expect, and what does it all mean for us—our families, our  communities, our lives?”


